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Envelope Converting & Manufacturing in Randolph, MA
As one of the top direct mail producers in the U. We make reaching your customer more efficient and effective. Our Commercial Envelope Group
combines:. We specialize in innovative envelope design and offer a wide variety of sizes, styles, types and seals. Plus, we can convert various
paper weights. We do it all—from short print runs to long, simple designs, sophisticated graphics and much more. Cutting-edge technology We
specialize in innovative envelope design and offer a wide variety of sizes, styles, types and seals. High-quality printing We do it all—from short
print runs to long, simple designs, sophisticated graphics and much more.



At JBM, we believe the envelope should get just as much attention as what goes inside of it. We see all of the possibilities that can transform an
envelope into a functional and creative vehicle that helps protect the contents, promote your brand, and streamline your operations. We began as
an envelope company 35 years ago. And as the largest manufacturer of open end envelopes , we offer extensive options for your operational and
branding needs — from drive-up and coin envelopes to a variety of specialty envelopes and mailers. Expand your envelope design options. We
customize envelopes specifically for your market needs and help you think through the details of your application.

We add life to your envelopes by incorporating unique tactile elements from stocks, coatings, and specialty finishing such as embossing, unique
folds and gussets, perforations, custom-shaped windows, and tear-off coupons for additional marketing opportunities. Our custom open end
envelope innovations and high impact printing techniques have helped customers increase sales, improve downstream productivity, and create a
stronger brand presence. Envelopes may be one of the most critical marketing tools for your product.

And it may be the first opportunity to engage recipients. There are many ways envelopes can get attention. JBM can produce captivating custom
envelopes to enhance your marketing efforts. Our complex finishing capabilities make open end envelopes special and more interesting. Our
expertise with premium printing applications and textural treatments such as embossing, strike through varnishes, soft touch and spot coatings will
make your envelopes stand out. Combining embossing with printing will transform a relatively ordinary envelope into something more. Our
embossed designs leap from the paper, creating a three-dimensional effect that draws you in. Our embossing precisely holds registration so you
see the finer details that are sometimes lost in the printing process. Our envelope manufacturing workflow is turnkey start to finish. High end offset
printing, die cutting, folding, and embossing — all in house and all under one roof — which decrease complexity and improve turnaround time,
reducing your time to market.

Managing the process from raw materials to finished products ensures quality control and consistency. We follow GMP quality standards, required
for the most stringent applications. Our high end state-of-the-art envelope folding equipment — combined with our mechanical engineering
expertise — allow our production team to modify the equipment to hold tighter tolerances dimensionally. These process and quality tolerances
improve downstream inserting efficiency and throughput, allowing your equipment to run faster and lowering filling labor costs. At JBM, we look at
things differently. Our creative problem-solving approach and collaborative innovation process leads to product advancements that consistently
achieve successful outcomes for our customers. Put our innovation to work for you.

Let our Innovation Team help you explore all of the possibilities to build the perfect package. This site uses cookies. By continuing to browse the
site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. We may request cookies to be set on your device. We use cookies to let us know when you visit our
websites, how you interact with us, to enrich your user experience, and to customize your relationship with our website. Click on the different
category headings to find out more. You can also change some of your preferences. Note that blocking some types of cookies may impact your
experience on our websites and the services we are able to offer. These cookies are strictly necessary to provide you with services available
through our website and to use some of its features. Because these cookies are strictly necessary to deliver the website, refuseing them will have
impact how our site functions.

You always can block or delete cookies by changing your browser settings and force blocking all cookies on this website. We fully respect if you
want to refuse cookies but to avoid asking you again and again kindly allow us to store a cookie for that. You are free to opt out any time or opt in
for other cookies to get a better experience. If you refuse cookies we will remove all set cookies in our domain. We provide you with a list of
stored cookies on your computer in our domain so you can check what we stored. Due to security reasons we are not able to show or modify
cookies from other domains. You can check these in your browser security settings.
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You always can block or delete cookies by changing your browser settings and force blocking all cookies on this website. We fully respect if you
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Due to security reasons we are not able to show or modify cookies from other domains. You can check these in your browser security settings.
We also use different external services like Google Webfonts, Google Maps, and external Video providers. Since these providers may collect
personal data like your IP address we allow you to block them here. Please be aware that this might heavily reduce the functionality and
appearance of our site. Changes will take effect once you reload the page.

Open End Envelopes. Envelopes with Extraordinary Possibilities. Link to: Drive-up Envelopes. Drive-Up Envelopes. Link to: Coin Envelopes.
Coin Envelopes. Link to: Cashier Envelopes. Cashier Envelopes. Link to: Ticket Envelopes. Ticket Envelopes. Link to: Valet Envelopes. Valet
Envelopes. Link to: Gift Card Envelopes. Gift Card Envelopes. Link to: Receipt Holders. Receipt Holders. Link to: Specialty Envelopes.

Specialty Envelopes. Link to: Blank Stock Envelopes. Blank Stock Envelopes. Bring your envelopes to life — special sizes, printing, and finishing.
Turnkey start to finish. Get Started. Get The Right Solution Put our innovation to work for you. Get a Custom Solution. Better Solutions. Custom
Envelopes With Rush Delivery. Envelopes When You Need Them. Everything In-house. Superior Service. Investing in Our Future. Custom
Envelopes. Victor Envelope Company. Proud Member of. Over 50 Years In Business. G7 Master Printer. If you're not saying it on paper, that



says something.

Paper Because. Exceeding our Customers' Expectations Since It is very much appreciated! Thank you! You and your team are awesome. Get in
touch with us. Name Please enter your name. Email Please enter a valid email.
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How do they help you tell the story? The objects in the story become part of the visual landscape, and they often figure prominently in each page.
Most of them are composites of real objects with imagined objects. One of the running gags in the book is that the equipment used in this company
is completely obsolete. I wanted to create a certain type of machinery that looked old on the one hand, but also looked so archaic that it would be
almost inconceivable to imagine these being modern or relevant in any era.

The Millions. More from pw. PW Picks: Books of the Week. Black-Owned Bookstores to Support Now. Children's Announcements. Stay
ahead with Tip Sheet! Free newsletter: the hottest new books, features and more. Premium online access is only available to PW subscribers. If
you have an active subscription and need to set up or change your password, please click here. New to PW? To set up immediate access, click
here. Click on the different category headings to find out more. You can also change some of your preferences.

Note that blocking some types of cookies may impact your experience on our websites and the services we are able to offer. These cookies are
strictly necessary to provide you with services available through our website and to use some of its features. Because these cookies are strictly
necessary to deliver the website, refuseing them will have impact how our site functions. You always can block or delete cookies by changing your
browser settings and force blocking all cookies on this website. We fully respect if you want to refuse cookies but to avoid asking you again and
again kindly allow us to store a cookie for that. You are free to opt out any time or opt in for other cookies to get a better experience. If you refuse
cookies we will remove all set cookies in our domain.

We provide you with a list of stored cookies on your computer in our domain so you can check what we stored. Due to security reasons we are
not able to show or modify cookies from other domains. You can check these in your browser security settings. We also use different external
services like Google Webfonts, Google Maps, and external Video providers. Since these providers may collect personal data like your IP address
we allow you to block them here. Please be aware that this might heavily reduce the functionality and appearance of our site. Changes will take
effect once you reload the page. Open End Envelopes. Envelopes with Extraordinary Possibilities. Link to: Drive-up Envelopes. Drive-Up
Envelopes. Link to: Coin Envelopes. Coin Envelopes. Link to: Cashier Envelopes. Cashier Envelopes. Link to: Ticket Envelopes. Ticket
Envelopes. Link to: Valet Envelopes.

Valet Envelopes. Link to: Gift Card Envelopes. Cenveo's Envelope Group is one of the world's largest envelope manufacturers, producing one out
of every three envelopes in the United States, with a wide variety of types and seals. Our facilities meet an assortment of customer demands, from
short runs to long, simple graphics to the more sophisticated. As one of the top direct mail producers in the U. We make reaching your customer
more efficient and effective. Our Commercial Envelope Group combines:.
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He brokered envelopes until he realized that to really provide the service that he was looking for, he would have to start manufacturing envelopes
himself. During the next thirty years this trio experienced tremendous growth in the industry as they expanded six times to the current , sq. In-house
flat lithographic printing capabilities along with a dedicated work force that delivers as promised propelled Victor Envelope Company to the
forefront of the fastest turn times in the industry.

During the rapid growth, National Data Label, a label manufacturer was formed along with the setting up of envelope manufacturing facilities in
Tempe, Arizona Arizona Envelope Company. The most recent addition to the Victor family is a silk-screen, point-of-purchase printer under the
name Thermo Graphic. Today, the companies are operated under the guidance of long time managers who learned from the founding partners how
to deliver quality product in the quickest times and that still preach the Company motto, "Service….. Envelopes when you need them".

About Us. People choose Victor Envelope because of our Our History. Interested in working for Victor Envelope? Check out our careers page to
find out more! We have hundreds of die sizes in stock: side seam and diagonal seam. Converting — Elite provides envelope converting services
for all sizes per above. We will convert your sheets or can supply stock either printed or unprinted. We can convert up to 65 cover weight on
commercial sizes and up to 80 cover depending on thickness on large booklet and open end sizes. We can also add peel and seal and latex seal to
envelopes. If you would like to discuss your particular project or needs in general, please e mail me Jerry eliteenvelope. Powered by
PrinterPresence. Request An Estimate.
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